
Closed Site Vaccine Clinic
Update
Hello Moore Center Families,

I have good news to share. As
you may be aware, we were
able to provide a small, closed-
site vaccine clinic for some of
our clients last week. The clinic
ran very smoothly and was the
result of strong Moore Center
advocacy and a lot of
coordination between the Moore Center and our local Department of
Public Health partner. In fact, it went so well that we have learned that we
will be receiving more doses and can open another closed-site clinic to
more clients.

Those of you who have signed up to be a part of the clinic will receive a
phone call this week to schedule your appointment time. As you can
imagine, there is a lot of work involved in scheduling people and it is
helpful if you plan to please answer your phone this week if you see a NH
number that you do not recognize, and please respond quickly if you miss
the call and receive a voicemail.
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Remember that for many of your family members, going through the fixed
sites for vaccine administration is still the best option, so if you have an
appointment at a fixed site, please keep it, and if you are in the midst of
scheduling at vaccines.nh.gov or through 211, please continue that
process. The closed site was designed specifically for people we support
for whom access to the fixed sites would be difficult.

I know that emotions are running high around access to vaccines, but rest
assured we are making progress. We are sharing information as soon as it
becomes available to us, and we will continue to do so as new information
emerges. Please feel free to share your general questions and concerns
with your case managers, but as always, if you have questions pertaining
to your individual medical situation and the vaccine, please have a
conversation with your primary care provider.

We are excited to be able to provide this service for you and trust that this
is a next step in our march towards a healthy community.

Be Well,

Paul

Paul S. Boynton 
President and CEO
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